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Presentation titled :
)Crisis Management: The pre-crisis stage)
We know that crises have an impact on many political, economic, social and financial
aspects that must be addressed by taking quick measures, and therefore there are
many crises that affect society, either periodically or randomly, so crisis management
must be effective by using knowledge and planning to achieve a scientific readiness to
reduce of the dangers .
The level of preparedness for the crisis is the reason for success in dealing with it, that
is, the stage of dealing is closely related to the pre-crisis stage, the more good
preparedness, the indicators are strong, and its success is not sufficient to deal with
the crisis. Preparing and choosing the best plan to implement it and lead it in terms of
the plans put in place to deal with it in proportion to its events. Therefore, it needs
creative and flexible minds that accept the adoption of advanced alternatives that are
a way out for them instead of exacerbating them and not finding solutions to them.
We review here an aspect of how to deal with the crisis when it occursThis stage
requires dealing with the maximum level of efficiency and effectiveness in order to get
out of the crisis to achieve a level of gains at the lowest possible cost so that the losses
are at the lowest level.
Dealing with this stage needs a set of principles and rules, which can be considered as
a guideline that represents the general framework for those responsible for managing
it to take measures and procedures in order to avoid its occurrence or reduce its
effects, as this stage is considered one of the most important stages that are
preventive to protect lives and property, including:
And methods And procedures Public policies To put - Legislature Initialization
- Dealing with the crisis Through legislation, laws and decisions that define the bodies
responsible for their management and work
- Establishing specialized teams that work to present suggestions, recommendations
and opinions to develop policies for the two types of crisis and national frameworks for
action
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- Enhancing the technical, technical and scientific capabilities concerned with the
development and application of methods, studies and models that ensure an
assessment of vulnerabilities and develop an emergency plan to collect local data on
how to confront and mitigate the crisis, gather capabilities, establish central operating
rooms to receive reports or expect their occurrence, and cooperate with the
competent authorities
- Coordination between the scientific community and workers in the field of crisis
management in terms of providing easy-to-understand information about its danger
and prevention to society
-Training the workers concerned with its management and giving them adequate
training that enables them to be well prepared and how to deal with the crisis during
its occurrence
- Action Materialism Equipments Early detection of the crisis Including
communications devices
- Developing several solutions and alternatives that can be followed against the crisis
and the developments it causes
- Media and modern communications are very helpful in the flow of information about
the crisis and play a role in communication between team members
- Commitment to inform citizens of anticipated risks, and preventive and precautionary
measures
- There should be a ready set of national legislative frameworks through which public
legal responsibility can be defined when dealing with the crisis and the role of key
ministries, national and international organizations and effective civil society towards
responding .
- In view of Many disasters That affects many countries at the same time, so it is
important to ensure national legislation and its conformity with regional and
international levels .
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